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Adhesion of Membranes via Anchored Stickers
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Interacting membranes are studied which experience generic repulsive and specific attrac
forces. The latter are mediated by anchored stickers, i.e., by anchored molecules with adhe
segments. This mechanism which underlies the adhesion of cell membranes can be studied in sys
consisting of lipid bilayers with anchored polymers. It is shown that flexible membranes can adh
only by stickers if the sticker concentration exceeds a certain tension-dependent threshold. If
multicomponent membranes undergo phase separation, their adhesion is dominated by the sticke
domains. [S0031-9007(96)00932-5]

PACS numbers: 87.22.Bt, 68.10.–m, 82.70.–y
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The adhesion of membranes is governed by a var
of generic interactions arising from various intermolec
lar forces such as electrostatic or van der Waals forces
If the membranes carry electric charges of the same s
the electrostatic forces give arepulsivecontribution to the
intermembrane interactions. On the other hand, two id
tical membranes which carry no electric charges and h
identical composition experienceattractivevan der Waals
interactions. This attraction is renormalized by therma
excited shape fluctuations which leads to an unbind
transition from a bound state at low temperatures to
unbound state at high temperatures [2,3]. For two m
branes which differ in their composition or for a mem
brane interacting with a rigid wall, the van der Waa
interactions can be attractive or repulsive.

In addition to these generic forces, the membranes
interact viaspecificforces mediated by macromolecules
polymers. I will focus here on polymers which are a
chored in one membrane and have another “sticky” s
ment by which they can interact with the other membra
Such macromolecules will be referred to as anchored s
ers. They lead to bonds or bridges between the two m
branes (so-calledtrans interactions) which may consis
of a single sticker, of two adhering stickers, or of tw
stickers which are connected by an additional linker mo
cule. Prominent examples from biology are cell adhes
molecules or receptor/ligand pairs which are anchore
cell membranes [4]. In the absence of such molecules,
membranes effectively repel one another [5].

Cell membranes are rather complex systems contai
a huge number of different types of molecules. In or
to understand the interplay between generic repuls
and specific attraction from a physical point of vie
it is desirable to consider simplified model syste
such as lipid bilayers which repel each other, e.g.,
electrostatic forces and which contain only one type
a small number of different types) of stickers. Possi
candidates for artificial stickers are linear polymers wh
are anchored by a lipid molecule attached to one of
ends or by a hydrophobic segment which fits into
lipid bilayer. In this Letter, I will consider such mode
0031-9007y96y77(8)y1652(4)$10.00
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membranes which do not adhere in the absence of
stickers.

If the stickers consist of very flexible polymers, the
can bend back and form arches on a single membran
shown in Fig. 1(a). For a given separation of the me
branes, the configurational entropy of such an arch sta
larger than the entropy of a bridge state. Therefore, m
stickers will form arches and only a small fraction of the
stickers will actually form bridges. Since the entropy
the polymer in the arch state attains its maximum in
limit of large separations, these arches lead to a repul
contribution to the polymer-induced interaction betwe
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FIG. 1. Pairs of membranes with stickers which can fo
bridges (left) or arches (right). In (a) and (b) the sticke
consist of flexible and rigid polymers, respectively. In (c) t
bridges are formed from two different types of stickers.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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the membranes which can dominate the attractive co
bution arising from the bridges.

In order to suppress the formation of arches, one m
use stickers which consist of rigid polymers; comp
Fig. 1(b): If the bending rigidity of the polymers is su
ficiently large, arches become unlikely since the incre
in their bending energy dominates over the gain in th
entropy. Arches can be avoided completely if the brid
consist of two different stickers forming a receptor/liga
bond and if each type of sticker is present only in o
membrane; see Fig. 1(c). The latter situation correspo
to heterophilic bonds between cell membranes but wil
more difficult to control in artificial membrane-polyme
systems.

Cell membranes and other biomembranes are typic
in a fluid state. Therefore, the model membranes con
ered here are also taken to be fluid which implies that b
the lipid molecules and the anchored stickers aremobile
and can move along the membranes (the case of immo
stickers will be discussed briefly at the end). In ge
ral, two stickers within the same membrane will exhi
different types ofcis interactions which can be repulsiv
or attractive. I will first discuss the case in which the
interactions are effectively repulsive (arising, e.g., fro
electric charges) or in which the attractive components
these interactions are overcome by the entropy of m
ing. In this case, each membrane consisting of a mix
of lipids and anchored stickers is in a homogeneous s
i.e., in a state with uniform composition.

The simplest adhesion geometry is provided by o
fluid membrane, say 1, with anchored stickers wh
interacts with another membrane or a rigid wall, say
without stickers. The lateral size of such a sticker
denoted byak, the mean separation of their anchors
jan. The sticker concentration is measured by the a
fractionX1 ; sakyjand2.

A systematic theory for such a system must inclu
(i) the degrees of freedom related to the shape of
membranes and (ii) those related to the positions of
stickers. The displacements of the two membranes
be described by the displacement fieldsl1sxd and l2sxd
which depend on the lateral coordinatex; their local
separation is then given byl ; l2 2 l1. The positions
of the stickers within membrane 1 which point towar
the other membrane are described by the density
n1sxd. The effective Hamiltonian for these variables h
the generic form

H hl, n1j  Helhlj 1 H1hn1j 1 H12hl, n1j . (1)

If the two membranes have bending rigiditesk1 and k2
and if they experience lateral tensionsS1 and S2, the
elastic termHel in (1) is given by [1]

Helhlj 
Z

d2xh 1
2 ks=2ld2 1

1
2 Ss=ld2j , (2)

with k ; k1k2ysk1 1 k2d andS ; S1S2ysS1 1 S2d.
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The second termH1 in (1) contains the cis interaction
between the stickers whereas the last termH12 embodies
the sticker-mediated trans interactions between the m
branes. In order to discuss the latter term, it is conven
to discretize space into a two-dimensional lattice with l
tice constantak and lattice sitesi. The sticker positions
are now described by occupation numbersn1i  0, 1 and
the membrane separation byl  li . In terms of these
variables, the interaction termH12 has the form

H12hl, n1j 
X

i

a2
khs1 2 n1idV0slid 1 n1iV1slidj . (3)

Thus, in the absence and presence of a sticker, the in
action potential is given byV0sld andV1sld, respectively.
As mentioned,V0sld is taken to be purely repulsive. I
contrast, the one-sticker potentialV1sld is characterized
by a potential well of depthjU1j and of rangel1.

Since the stickers are mobile, all degrees of freedom
in thermal equilibrium and one may perform an annea
average of the partition function over the sticker positio
In the dilute limit of small sticker concentrationX1, one
may ignore thecis interactions and thus the correlation
between the stickers. Likewise, these correlations
negligible in the dense limit withX1 & 1. In these cases
the annealed average over the sticker positions for a g
configuration of the separation fieldl leads to the effective
sticker potentialV sld as given by

e2V sld ; s1 2 X1de2V 0sld 1 X1e2V 1sld, (4)

with V ; a2
kVyT etc. whereT denotes the temperatur

in energy units (i.e., the Boltzmann constantkB has been
absorbed into the symbolT). It follows from (4) that the
effective potential well contained inV sld has the depth
jUj as given by

a2
kjUjyT ø X1sexpfa2

kjU1jyT g 2 1d (5)

for small sticker concentrationX1.
In the absence of lateral tension, two membranes wh

interact via an attractive, short-ranged potential well w
depthjUj and rangel1 undergo an unbinding transition a
the critical valuejUj  jUpj  upT2ykl2

1 . Such a tran-
sition was first predicted from functional renormalizatio
applied to the interaction potential [2]. The dimensio
less coefficientup has the valueup . 0.2 as determined
by Monte Carlo simulations [6]. In the present conte
the potential strengthjUj is proportional toX1 as in (5)
which implies the critical sticker concentration

X1p . upsTykd sakyl1d2ysexpfa2
kjU1jyTg 2 1d (6)

for tensionless membranes whereak denotes the latera
size of the stickers as before. For phospholipid bilay
with k . 10219 J, this expression leads to the estima
1653
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X1p & 1022 at room temperature. Thus, the critical val
of X1 is found to lie within the dilute regime whic
justifies the use of (4).

The sticker concentration must exceed the thresh
value X1p as given by (6) in order to induce adhesi
of the two membranes. On the other hand, if
concentrationX1 approaches the critical valueX1p from
above, the membranes undergo a continuous unbin
transition and their mean separationkll diverges askll ,
l1ye with e ; sX1 2 X1pdyX1p as follows from previous
work using functional renormalization [2] and Mon
Carlo simulations [6].

Now, assume that the membranes experience la
tensions which act to suppress their shape fluctuat
[7,8]. In this situation, the phase diagram depends
two dimensionless variables: the rescaled potential d
u ; jUjkl2

1 yT2 and the rescaled tensions ; Sl2
1yT . For

smalls, the singular part of the free energyF per unit area
exhibits the scaling formFsu 2 up, sd  b22Ffblu su 2

upd, bls sg with lu  1 and ls  2 [9,10]. This implies
that the phase boundary is given byu  ucssd ø up 2

cp

p
s or by

jUcj ø jUpj

µ
1 2 cp

q
Sl2

1yT

∂
for smallS , (7)

with a dimensionless coefficientcp of order one [11].
For larges, on the other hand, the shape fluctuatio

are strongly suppressed, and the critical value ofu , jUj
goes to zero. In this limit, one may apply function
renormalization up to first order in the interaction pote
tial V sld. This method has been previously used in
context of wetting [12] and for protrusion forces [13], a
its results have been confirmed by Monte Carlo simu
tions [13,14]. For the square well potential conside
here, functional renormalization predicts the phase bou
ary u  ucssd , s expf22

p
2ps g or

jUcj , sTSykd expf22l1ylSg for largeS , (8)

where the new length scalelS ; sTy2Sd1y2 has been
introduced. The latter scale governs the membr
roughness in the presence of lateral tension.
relation (8) implies thatjUcj decays rapidly to zero
as soon aslS , 2l1 or S . Sp  spTyl2

1 with sp ;
1y8p . 0.04 [15].

It now follows from (7) and (5) that the adhesio
thresholdX1c decreases with increasing tension as

X1c ø X1p

≥
1 2 c0

p

q
SySp

¥
, (9)

with the coefficientc0
p ; cp

p
spyup . cp. Sincecp is of

order one, this relation should be applicable up toS . Sp

where it matches with the large tension behavior as gi
by (8) with jUcj , X1c [16].

For a potential range l1 . 3 nm, one has
Sp . 0.02 mJym2 at room temperature. For lipi
bilayers in aqueous solution, the lateral tension has b
1654
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measured by different methods. For lipid vesicles wh
are aspirated by micropipettes, the lateral tension ca
controlled by the suction pressure and can be varied f
S . 1024 mJym2 at initial aspiration up to the tensio
of rupture,Smax, which is of the order of a few mJ/m2

[17]. For vesicles which are filled with a sugar soluti
and which stick to a solid wall because of gravity, late
tensions in the range1023 mJym2 & S & 1021 mJym2

have been obtained from an analysis of the shape flu
ations [18]. Furthermore, bunches of adhering bilay
exhibit effective contact angles from which lateral te
sions in the range3 3 1026 mJym2 & S & 1023 mJym2

have been deduced [19]. A rather new experime
method is provided by optical tweezers [20] by which o
presumably applies a lateral tension below1023 mJym2

onto the bilayers [21]. Therefore, the low-tension regi
with S , Sp . 0.02 mJym2 is accessible for lipid
bilayer systems.

For the square well potential, functional renormaliz
tion predicts universal critical behavior along the who
transition lineu  ucssd with s . 0. Along this line, the
mean separation is found to behave askll , l1 lnf1yegye

with e  sX1 2 X1cdyX1c which should be compare
with kll , l1ye for s  0. This similarity is, however,
restricted to the behavior ofkll. The membrane rough
ness, for example, behaves as,kll , 1ye for s  0 but
as,

p
kll , 1y

p
e for s . 0.

So far, I have assumed that the membrane consis
of a mixture of lipids and anchored stickers is in the h
mogeneous one-phase region for which one may ign
the cis interactions of the stickers within the same me
brane. If the latter interactions are effectively attracti
the stickers may form clusters or domains which lead
new adhesion phenomena. Thus, let us assume tha
mixed bilayer has been prepared in a two-phase regio
which a sticker-poor phase, saya, coexists with a sticker
rich phase, sayb. If such a membrane undergoes pha
separation, one hasa domains with a small sticker con
centrationX1  Xa and b domains with a larger sticke
concentrationX1  Xb. When this membrane interac
with another membrane without stickers, the effect
sticker attractionjUj is now given by jUa j , Xa and
jUbj , Xb, respectively.

In general, both interaction strengths will differ fro
each other and may lie above or below the adhes
thresholdjUcj. This leads to different mean separatio
klla and kllb for the different membrane domains. O
interesting case is obtained ifjUa j , jUcj but jUbj .

jUcj. In the latter situation, the interacting membran
only adhere via theb domains. This resembles the foc
adhesions which are often observed for cell membrane

A systematic theory for the interplay of domain fo
mation and adhesion should start from a model as g
by (1)–(3) withH1hn1j 

P
Wijn1in1j 2 m1

P
n1i . At-

tractivecis interactions between two stickers ati andj are
described byWij , 0. Starting with such a model, on
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may calculate the concentrationsXa and Xb in terms of
the interaction parameters [22]. In addition, one may st
the effect of composition fluctuations which are importa
if the mixed membrane were close to a critical point.

It is straightforward to generalize the above theory
two fluid membranes whichboth contain stickers. If the
bonds or bridges between the membranes are forme
two adhering stickers, the effective strengthjUj of the
sticker-mediated attraction is proportional toX1X2 where
X1 andX2 are the sticker concentrations in membrane
and 2, respectively. Likewise, if these bridges con
of two stickers connected by one linker molecule,
effective strengthjUj is proportional to X1X2ps1 2

pd where p is the fraction of stickers with a boun
linker molecule. Phase separation within the interact
membranes now leads to three possible valuesjUaaj,
jUab j, andjUbbj for the sticker-mediated attraction.

Finally, let us briefly consider the adhesion induced
immobile stickers. Examples are provided (i) by mem
branes which are attached to solid surfaces via stic
which are grafted onto these surfaces, (ii) by polym
ized membranes with stickers, and (iii) by cell adhes
molecules which are attached to the cytoskeleton wi
the cell. In these systems, the disorder in the sticker
sitions is quenched or frozen which represents a marg
and irrelevant perturbation at the unbinding transition
fluid and polymerized membranes, respectively [9]. T
critical concentrationXc of immobile stickers will again
exhibit an adhesion threshold as found here for mo
ones. On the other hand, new critical behavior is expe
for tensionless fluid membranes as has been recently fo
for the analogous system of one-dimensional strings w
quenched random interactions [23] but this remains to
studied.
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